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hands
Professor’s
committee’s
future
in
Three
SJSU professors
to decide on grievance

By Tim Dutton
1 tie t u t ure of assistant professor
Henry Prager is now in the hands of
a committee of three SJSU
professors, after a three day
grievance hearing ended yesterday.
The grievance committee,
which examined evidence that led to
Prager’s scheduled firing, has until
Dec. 8 to give its recommendation to
SJSU President Gail Fullerton.

Prager’s
representatives
attempted to prove
he had been harmed
by several incidents
which led to the
decision to fire him
Final written arguments from
Prager’s and SJSU’s representatives are due by Nov. 24.
The members of the grievance
committee are: Ted Norton,
political science professor, Sam
Radelfinger,
health
science
professor, and chairman Keith
Johnsgard, psychology professor
Prager, an administration of
justice teacher since 1977, received
notice from Fullerton in May that he
would be fired in one year because of
a lack of "professional activities."

He filed his grievance in September.
representatives,
Prager’s
Robert Duman, director of Open
University, and Harry Gailey,
history professor, said in the hearing
that Prager had been harmed by
several incidents in the 1980-81
school year, which led to the
decision to fire him in May.
The University Retention and
Tenure Committee voted last year to
terminate Prager.
The vote was based on academic
excellence, which includes teaching
and other work at SJSU, and
professional activities, which include positions held in organizations
and other work in the field of
criminal justice, according to
testimony.
Prager and his representatives
said in the hearing a change in attitude by members of the Administration of Justice Department
directly harmed Prager when he
was reviewed for tenure by a
committee of the School of Applied
Arts and Sciences.
The Administration of Justice
Department voted 4 to 1 in October,
1981 to give Prager tenure.
However, several witnesses testified
that three of the four committee
members later changed their
positions.
Prager’s representatives said
this "flip flop" hurt Prager’s
chances. They said the department

Robert Duman (center), makes his opening statement on behalf of Administration of
Justice instructor Henry Prager (left) who is fighting his scheduled firing. Also pictured
did not support or clarify its position
at a later joint meeting with the
School of Applied Arts and Sciences
committee, leaving committee
members uncertain of the Administration of Justice Department’s position.
The School of Applied Arts and

Sciences committee split on voting
lor Prager.
Two members voted for tenure,
two for termination and four for
retention.
There was no majority vote for
tenure or termination.
However, SJSU representatives

Mies I.
is Harry Gailey, history professor Prager, who filed the grievance in September, had
full support of his students, some who are shown behind him.
Lela Noble, associate academic vice
president of faculty affairs, and
Ruth Simon, a lawyer from the
chancellor’s office, said the
department’s change in position did
not harm Prager.
In her closing statement, Simon
pointed to testimony of several

members of the School of Applied
Arts and Sciences committee that
year.
They said they voted based on
their own judgements and only one
had changed his vote because of the
department’s reversal
Continued on page 3

A.S. officials say ’automatic’ funding not automatic
By Dan Nakano
oups receiving Revised Automatic
Funding Initiative money are mistaken if
they think the funds will come automatically.
according to Associated Students officials.
The seven RAFI groups are
automatically budgeted money, but the
disbursement of those funds is still up to AS.,
officials said.
RAFI requires A.S. to allocate 25 percent
of its budget to seven groups.
The question of who controls the RAFI
funds came to light this week when Independent Weekly editors said AS. officials

suggested holding back $2,000 for next
semester so the newspaper could continue
publishing.
Robin Sawatzky. A.S. controller, said the
RAFI money is under the same control as
other A.S. funds.
Automatic funding is "just a misconception," Sawatzky said. "The only reason
it’s called automatic is because groups
automatically get the funding" but not the
money.
The Automatic Funding Initiative, passed
20 months by students, required A.S. to

allocate one-fourth of its budget to six groups.
Last March, students amended the AFI
with the RAFI, which included the Weekly
and reduced the size of allocations to the
Music and Art departments.
A.S. has allocated 8119,209 to the groups.
The seven groups required to receive
RAFI funds are KSJS, the Music Department,
the Theatre Arts Department, the Art
Department, the Radio/TV News Center, the
Weekly and the Spartan Daily.
Sawatzky said the groups, like all A.S.
funded organizations, are allocated a certain

New Spartan Foundation chief
faces $1 million fundraising goal

Anthony F. McDonnell

By Tun Dutton
former
McDonnell,
Tony
assistant director of athletic funding
for the University of Washington,
became the new executive director
of the Spartan Foundation on
Thursday.
McDonnell replaces Muts
Horikawa, who resigned after six
years as executive director.
The 29-year -old McDonnell was
chosen from amont 30 applicants,
said foundation president Alan
Simpkins, because of his experience
in athletic fund raising. He will
assume the post Dec. 13.
McDonnell has had various
administrative posts with responsibility for fund raising, budgeting,
promotional
and
planning
strategies.
The foundation wants to raise El

million next year for athletics,
Simpkins said, and McDonnell’s
experience will help the foundation
fund-raising
"long-range
in
techniques." such as trusts and
wills.
Simpkins said the foundation’s
main fund-raising effort involves
teamwork, when members form
together to raise money for the sport
they want in the spring. McDonnel’s
experience at Washington will also
help the foundation, Simpkins said.
McDonnell will also help
smaller sports, Simpkins said.
McDonnell has a bachelor’s
degree in communications from
Wayne State University in Detroit
and a master’s in physical
education -sports administration
from the University of Washington.

amount but have to make separate requests It’s been handled wonderfully. We’ve had a
whenever they want some of their money.
good rapport with A.S."
Sawatzky said Tony Anderson, AS.
Michael Crane, director of the Art
president, Rick Spargo, A.S. vice president Department Galleries said, "We’ve been with
and herself have final approval on the A.S. for two years and nothing’s charged.
requests.
There’s been no problem."
Only editors from the Weekly said they
Sawatzky, however, said if it came to
getting
money.
though.
trouble
have had
Mina Garman, chairwoman of the "push and shove" between the groups and
Theatre Arts Department, said, "We’ve had A.S.. A.S. would have the final say.
"We do have that right." she said. "They
no difficulty" getting some of the depart(RAFI groups) submit requisitions just like
ment’s 812,000 allocation.
everyone else "
"In fact," she said "A S is wonderful

Evans to form committee
to explore campus thefts
By howls Stennis&
University officials said they will establish a
committee to determine how and why the numerous
thefts of SJSU property occur each year.
Executive Vice President J. Handel Evans is
coordinating the committee which also will attempt to
discover ways of preventing the heavy losses.
In 1981. $47,116 worth of state property was either
damaged by vandals or stolen from SJSU, according to
police reports.
About 813,800 of damage and thefts were
reported during the first six rm.nths of this year.
These figures include all theft and vandalism incidents on campus.
A member of Evans’s office stafff said "Nothing
has been established yet, but the committee will be
formed very soon."
University Police are expected to participate in the
study, according to Lt. Maurice Jones.

Property taken from SISC this semester in seven
incidents is valued at $3.217
The largest theft occurred when a 82,000 computer
was lifted from the Industrial Studies Building on Sept
24
Last week a stereo playback system worth $6:39
was stolen from the Music Building.
Most thefts and vandalisms are reported in June.
There was 84,339 worth of damage and property
loss reported in June this year. In 1981 the property loss
was valued at $11,413 for that same month.
Inventory is taken during that period each year,
according to Russ Lunsford, University Police information officer.
"What happens is they (university employees) go
around and do their inventory, and that is when they
find that things are missing," I.unsford said. "It may
have been stolen six months or a year ago "

Sex no moral issue for today’s students
This is the first of a five.part Impact series in
vestigating sex and the college student, the problems.
solutions, choices and values of young men and women on
college campuses today.

By Carolyn Kennedy
Students and sexuality: Where do they stand?
"In general, students have a healthy and respectful
appreciation of their own sexuality as a natural part of
their being," said counselor Marjorie Craig. "They are
more comfortable with their own sexuality then students
previously."
Jo Stuart, residence hall director of Lucy Washburn
dormitory, says students today accept the idea of
"They don’t see it as that It’s a lot more part of life. I
premarital sex with ease.
think they’ve got it a lot more in perspective than it ever
"Sex is no longer a moral issue," Stuart said. "It’s a was."
social, emotional and biological one.
Robert Wilson, professor of sociology who teaches
"They don’t dichotomize sex the way we used to," family relationships, agrees.
Stuart said. "Once it was sacred or profane -- sacred
"Over the years students have become more unafter marraige, profane before marraige.
derstanding of sexual behavior and more tolerant, more

Sex and

the college student

permissive in terms of the behavior of other," Wilion
said.
"But I’m not sure how more permissive they are
about themselves," he added

Generalizations difficult
It is difficult to form generalizations about students at
SJSU.
According to Anthropology Professor Davayani
Smith, who teaches human sexuality, the diverse student
population on campus defies any generalizations about
attitudes or behavior in terms of sexuality.
"In the class I teach, there are all parts of the spectrum," Smith said. "There are gay men who are very
open about sexuality and sex for pleasure, and at the other
end of the spectrum are older people who grew up in a
time where all sexual expression had to be repressed.
"The range is phenomenal But I think they learn
from each other."
There’s also a real variety in terms of sex role

behavior, Smith said. About 25 percent are trying to get
away from stereotyped sex role behavior -- whether it’s
females trying to be more aggressive or males tryng to
express their feelings.
"And we’ve still got the students who believe in the
traditional sexual stereotypes as s’ell," Smith said.
She said she has talked with some males confused li
all the changing roles.
"They don’t know what’s happening now," Smith
said "They can go out with a new woman and not knom,
whether it’s going to he a traditional sex game
egalitarian pals, or whether they’re going to find them
selves in a situation with the woman ready for more
sexual contact than they are "

Caught in transition
Traditional college-aged students
early 20s -- are
the ones caught in the transition from a repressed
Contrartrl an pegs 3
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Ever get that ’dead’ feeling?
Hey, you! That’s right, you, the one who always
glances over this paper before discarding it in a nearby
trash can How are you doing today?Are you happy, sad or
is your mind just wallowing in oblivion?
Why that puzzled look on you face? Articles are to be
read, you say^ They’re not supposed to talk to you?

By Bruce Barton
Stall Writer

less we appreciate it. We have nearly 24,000 students on
this campus, and most of us commuters have collectively
developed an "intense apathy," as one student wrote in a
letter to the Independent Weekly last year.
If you were in a room with one other person, you could
deal with him or her, develop a conversation and perhaps,
become good friends. But when 10, 20 or even 100 people
enter that same room, we can feel overwhelmed and
confused, as if a lot of static starts to warps clear picture
on a TV set. The reaction, as psychologists say, is taking
refuge in oneself.
And so. we walk around campus, wrapped in ourselves, a gigantic aggregation intent on hitting the
freeway for home as soon as possible.
The solution to "feeling dead" and being trapped
within ourselves is both very simple and difficult. Getting
involved with other people and groups is not easy because
you’re exposing yourself while at the same time, intruding
on others. The human ego is as fragile as an eggshell and
sometimes we react so sensitively to, "How are you
doing?"
Most of us are also lazy. Getting to know other
requires a lot of energy, not to mention rise -- the risk of
others calling you, "sophomoric" and asking you, "What
do you want from me?"
Now some of you are probably saying, "Tell us
something new. We know what our problem is."
What can you do? Try something completely different
from what you’ve been doing. Instead of driving, take the
bus. How about trying something you’ve never tried
before? French fries with no salt? What an idea!

Of course you know I’m defenseless. You could just
call me a babbling idiot, crumple me up and throw me
away. Or, if you’re curious, not to mention sensible and
intelligent, you could just read on. keep your mind open
and your mouth shut.
It seems the bigger and more complicated things get,
the more we keep to ourselves.
Don’t deny it! A surprising number of you, ( though
most refuse to admit it of course) are afflicted with the
"feeling dead" syndrome . . . where your existence at
SJSU is an isolated and perfunctory one.
What are the signs? Wishing the class you attend is
over before it even starts; constantly craving sleep;
feeling horror at the thought of any homework; knowing
you have a major but not sure what it is.
The point is. be conscious about making some kind of
The feeling dead syndrome is caused by more than
just a lack of sleep. It is spawned by a student’s viewpoint a change in your campus life if you can’t stand life as an
SJSU student.
that "Nobody gives a damn about me." You laugh?
If you’re satisfied with "feeling dead," then actual.
Whether we’re consciously aware of it or not, human
beings, just like puppies, need attention from one another. biological death should make no difference to you. If
Unfortunately. the more we have of something, the however, you want a change, get off your lush and do it.

GUEST OPINION
t
IT5 ALOT LIKE WATCHING- &PASS GROW .

Joys of the free and obsessed
By Michael Holm
A Boston psychologist scheduled to speak at Stanford
University has found signs of stress typically displayed by
adults showing up in young children.
One might well assume unemployment (mom’s or
dad’s 1, endless inflation or the threat of nuclear annihilation at the hands of our chosen leaders has been
driving the tykes, as well as their parents, buggy. But
even if these aren’t the causes of young anxiety, the fact
remains that more kids are biting their nails, becoming
introverted or depressed, and grown-ups are probably
way ahead of them in all departments.
The last 10 years have brought society a bevy of ways
to reduce mental stress and its physical manifestations;
transcendental meditation, Rolfing, accupressure and
deep muscle relaxation, in which one concentrates on
tensing and loosening specific muscle groups, all aim at
cutting down on the palpitations, sweaty palms,
headaches and ulcers the body under stress is heir to.
But I think I have stumbled on to the true way to
banish stress and its fellows from your life for good:
Fanaticism.
Yes that’s right, become a fabulous fanatic and you’ll
experience a wave of relief you can’t imagine. The reason
you’ll find yourself poised and wearing a beatific smile
should be obvious -- fanatics don’t have to think and ergo
are immune to those acid stomachs the rest of us
sometimes get.
This kind of king-hell fanaticism implies, indeed
demands, cult membership, and so your choice should be
a careful one.
Religious cults can be fun so you might look into the
Moonies. Scientologists or any group using unpronounceable Hindu -sounding names. They tend to
emphasize poverty so you don’t need a lot of money to join
and if you have any you’ll probably be requ,red to give it
up. Subordination to a master who decides everything
from what time it’s proper to go to bed, to what to wear, to
when to marry is also common. Groups with simplistic,
ready-made ideologies are nice because you can look at
them thorougly to see if one appeals to your particular
tastes in music and ways to nirvana.
The wise shopper for a cult considers several
questions before joining. First, do they force members to
sell books or useless gadgets on street corners or in airports? Is there a dress code? What hair and make-up
styles are proscribed? Does their reading material have
pizazz? And, most importantly, what are their retreat
facilities like?
But religious groups are not the only ones offering
good times for the diligent seeker of masterful rhetoric
and thoughtless action. Take a gander, for example, at the

far right or left-wing political factions.
If three-piece suits. short hair, and economic bigotry
are what you’re about you might be a prime candidate for
the Trilateral Commission. Perhaps late-night bull
sessions on strategies for world revolution, group sex and
prodigious consumption of drugs is your thing. Bernadine
Dohrn’s Weather Underground could fill the bill.
For potential rednecks there’s the Ku Klux Klan, and
for would-be terrorists the It.’volutionary Communist
Youth Brigade. The kinky could join a Satanic movement
while the straight-laced might ally with the Moral
Majority.
These collections of idealogues, demagogues and
moral scarecrows. most of them anyway, offer quick
answers to your most pressing questions, usually a quick.
reference guide available for a small donation.
What’s that? You say you want to go on deciding
things for yourself? You mean to set your own hours, keep
your paycheck, pick you own hairstyle? You insist on
reading whatever catches your eye and voting for the
candidate your conscious tells you is best? You actually
intend to keep on reading campaign literature, controversial books, steering your own intellectual course?
Well, friend, we have bad news for you. You’re not a
good risk for that new fad sect you read about in last
week’s Enquirer, and the Moonies and Krishnas probably
won’t want you, either,
And while we’re about it let’s face more brutal facts.
If you must go on thinking and making your own choices
you’re going to suffer now and again from the stresses the
kids and older folk on the radio had. You are bound to
make an occasional mistake, to err because of your greed,
or prejudices, or loves, or short-sightedness, and all you
can do is step carefully along, being cautious not to stroll
too blithely down someone else’s ideological garden path.
You too may become depressed and bite your nails.
You will almost certainly wonder at times whether it’s
worth the effort, but take heart and realize that such pain
as you may encounter is no worse and no more than that of
anyone else using his or her wits. As a member of the
species thinking will always be one of your obligations, in
spite of the risks.
Fanatics lose neither their rights as human beings nor
their duty to treat others according to the golden rule.
What they do is run from their responsibility to think,
consider and care, and if that’s what it takes to be truly
stress free I guess I’ll just have to lay in a stock of emery
boards for my chewed -up fingernails.
Michael Holm is a journalism senior
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How do you
spell relief?
Ulna
This is in regard to the article in
the Nov. 8 issue entitled "Plugged
city drains overflow; Duncan Hall
basement floods."
First, "the flood" took place in
the basement of the Natural Science
Building. A common misconception
on this campus is that Duncan Hall
and the Natural Science Building
are one and the same. The Natural
Science Building is located on
Fourth Street between the Men’s
Gym and Wahlquist Library.
Second, the spill has not been
cleaned up yet. The only mess
cleaned up was the surface layer of
liquid "that wasn’t even ankle
deep."
Third, "the flooding" turned out
to be a major problem for at least
one group of us in the Science
Education Resource Center. All the
raw sewage spilled into S-44 and
many of the other rooms. The
sewage contaminated everything on
the floor which included: pine
shavings and rice hulls which we use
for bedding in the animals’ cages.
All the animal food we have stored in
garbage cans and all our surplus
store of paper towels.
I was not able to take care of any
of the animals until late Thursday.
Nov. 9. When I went to the animal
room, the stench and the piles of
fecal material assaulted my senses.
The janitors hadn’t even been in
the room. After much harassing, my
supervisor and I managed to get the
floor partially mopped for the next
day.
But this was not enough. The
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hall hadn’t been touched and still
hasn’t. It is so bad that we cannot
take visitors down the hall because
of the piles of fecal material and
toilet paper still lying around.
I’m hoping that this letter will be
read by someone with a mop and
disinfectant who can clean up the
mess.
Can anyone spell amoebic
Mcheak Havenhil
Made toolopy
seep
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not be denied or abridged by the
United States on account of sex."
During the week of March 7
through II, the belief in the 27th
Amendment could be reaffirmed by
stressing the equality of women and
men
Bob Koichi*
Therwounc Recreation
senor

Surface perceptions
hinder review

Men also plagued
by stereotypes
MotMen as well as women have
been plagued by stereotyping and
discrimination.
Men
have
traditionally been typecast as insensitive and incapable of being a
nurturer for children.
This is as absurd as the
traditional typecast of a woman as
dumb and hysterical. Yet, as it
exists today, a man who wishes to
raise the children in a divorce settlement is usually denied custody.
Men have traditionally been
typecast as responsible for the
"providing" of the family.
This is as ridiculous as the
traditional typecast of woman being
dependent. And men have
traditionally been typecast as tough
and power seeking. This is as
outrageous as the traditional
typecast of a woman being submissive.
The Equal Rights Amendment
was written to insure equality for
females and males. It states, "The
equality of rights under the law shall

tarot:
We have no objection to Bruce
Barton giving a negative review of
Peter Gabriel’s new album.
Everyone has a right to their
opinion.
What we do object to is his lack
of understanding of the character of
this type of work. Music can be used
to convey a message. If you hear
Gabriel’s words you know them to be
commentary on current issues of the
world, not "self pity."
The rhythms and synthesizers
are used to create the mood for his
message. The primary criterion that
Bruce uses to judge this album is
danceability. Richness is not found
through surface perceptions.
Brim Smartt
Compuno Moth
Shen Newmann
ChM Development
The Forum page is your
page. The Daily encourages
readers’
comments
on
any
topic.

TALKMAN
’What are your views on premarital sex?’
Asked near the Clark Library.

"My view is that
premarital sex is a subject
that should be dealt with on
an individual basis. People
need to decide for themselves where it fits in their
lives, whether it’s with or
without marraige "
UN Was
ft/dolor
sale

"Well, if they’re going
to do it. they’re going to do
it. It’s up to their religious
belief, how they’re brought
up. They shouldn’t go
through with it with
anybody, they should have
a special feeling for the
person. I don’t think they
should jump from here to
there without thinking
about it
Moo Watt
Buenos.
contemn.

"I see it as up to the
individual, whatever they
feel. I don’t particularly
find it offensive or
anything. For myself,
yeah, if heel like it. /don’t
find it a big deal.
Kool Kemp
Perkier

"It depends on what
type of sex you’re talking
about. Some students
camouflage sex and call it
love to justify what they’re
doing. I think they’re
fooling themselves. Why
don’t they just say they’re
fulfilling their sexual
needs? But I think the
whole sexual experience is
to
advantageous
marraige."
MA Wpm
Wriudip
isder

"It doesn’t fit in for
me. Sex is a fart of, and
comes after, marraige
only. I look at it from my
religious point of view. I’m
in the Catholic Church
which teaches there is not
premarital sex, or there
shouldn’t be.
BUS Saila
Orissa
N-
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sexual culture to one which allows more freedom, but on
the other hand uses sex as an advertising ploy to sell
products.
Smith says this group grew up in a society where sex
was becoming more accepted but their parents were
raised traditionally.
The result is, Smith says, that while most of this
group, in their 20s to 30s, don’t see premarital sex as
sinful, they are faced with the difficult decision that
"Now that it’s OK, can I do it?"
"It’s easy if you’re scared, to hide behind cultural
sanctions, but if it’s something that lots of people are
doing, suddenly it becomes an issue that needs to be
confronted," Smith said.
But according to Stuart, students appear to be
handling the new freedoms well.
"While I’ve heard stories of freshmen girls who
weren’t able to handle the freedoms, and perhaps it was
just the freedom to talk about sex, most students come
"I think sex is more respected by both genders, I
here a lot more aware of their values and a lot more sure don’t think the guys have the typical traditional attitude
of their sexual identity," Stuart said.
that sex is part of their macho image. Men are still
"With exceptions of course. There are always ex- concerned about their performance, and maybe a little
ceptions," Stuart added.
more so because they don’t have the guarantee that they
With the increasing acceptance of premarital sex,
are her only lover.
for both men and women, what has happened to the
double standard?
"And women are more concerned about their expertise, too. It’s not necessarily an asset to be totally
Not like they were’
ignorant because they treat it as a very necessary,
Stuart asked a group of students if they still con- important part of life."
sidered promiscuity. "They don’t feel that," she said.
With sex becoming more a part of relationships,
"No one is judged by their sexual activity -- not like
does the increased intimacy create extra problems when
they used to be.
"But they still are concerned about what others a couple breaks up?
Craig doesn’t think so.
think, but in turn they are not judgmental about their
peers.
"In general, the problems students have are
relationship problems -- levels of commitment, communication, insecure feelings such as jealousy," she
said. "Whether or not the couple has had sex doesn’t
seem to make a difference."
According to students with whom she spoke in the
dorm, Stuart says a breakup’s difficulty depends on how
serious the relationship was. "Sex was not the turning
issue."

As information on sex
and better birth control
are available, there will
be no reason to limit
sexual interaction

’Over the years students
have become more
understanding of sexual
behavior and more
tolerant,’ Wilson said

’Premarital sex is important’

In fact, students seem to believe premarital sex is

an important experience to have before making a longterm commitment like marriage, Stuart said. One
student told her, "It wouldn’t be good for a marriage for
the partners to have a lot of sexual inhibitions and
hangups."
While acceptance of sexuality has been increasing
the past 10 years, some see a wave of conservatism

approaching.
Nancy Hunt, a part-time instructor in family
relationships, took an informal poll of her class and was

Students discuss
premarital sex
values and beliefs

surprised at how many said they would not live with
another person before marriage
When she asked the class specifically about approval or disapproval ol premarital sex, 57 percent
approved, 43 percent did not approve. (There were IR
students in the class; 14 answered, 4 did not Of the 14. ut
were females; one male.)
In 1976, a Gallup poll asked the same question and 80
percent said premarital sex was acceptable; 20 percent
disagreed.
"But maybe students majoring in child development
are just more conservative," Hunt said.
A growing number of groups espousing Christian
fundamentalist beliefs, including a ban on premarital
sex, have sprung upon campus and in the dorms.
But Stuart says while the Christian groups are ac
live, "They aren’t laying their views on others, and
others aren’t influenced by them."

No conservative trend seen

Stuart can’t envision a return to the traditional
views on sex.
"These students, by the time they came of age,
attitudes toward sex were very different," she said
"It’s difficult for them to even come from the premise
that you must be a virgin before you’re married."
Smith doesn’t see a conservative trend either.
"As we get more information about sex, and as we
have better birth control technology, there aren’t going
to be any real reasons, or not the traditional kinds of
reasons, to limit the sexual interactions.
"We tend ot have a traditional morality that says
anything that’s really pleasurable must be bad or
probably contributes to the degeneration of society
"But if you accept the idea that sexuality is just
another form of human communication, than anything
that contributes to expanding communication, particularly between the sexes, is probably going to have
good implications for the society.
"What we need is much more awareness about sex
as a means of communcation and one that just doesn’t
involve the sex act, but a much wider framework that
includes caring about others, talking to them, expressing how you feel. and allowing differences in terms

By Carolyn Kennedy
’rhe question, "What are your views on
premarital sex," was recently asked of 12 people
sitting around Clark Library (seeTALKMAN,page 2).
The first three who were asked blushed and
refused to answer. But the next nine answered the
question with seriousness and thoughtfulness.
Of the nine students, eight said they thought
premarital sex was acceptable. However, they all
emphasized the individual’s choice and responsibility in the matter.
"People need to decide for themselves where it
fits into their lives," said a senior psychology
major. female.
Three of the students, all male, said premarital
sex was advantageous to marriage.
"I would definitely recommend it to anyone who
has plans to get married," said a junior in
marketing. "I cannot even conceive of being
married without having had premarital sex."
Another student, a junior in engineering, said,
"Without that experience (premarital sex) I don’t
think I would have been as prepared for marriage
and living with my wife."
Of the nine, one student said he was definitely
against it because it went against his religious
Catholic) views.
And one student, a senior in radio and TV, said
while premarital sex "between two consenting and
responsible adults is fine," she said a too -liberal
attitude toward sex has led to diseases (herpes,
syphilis ) and said there should be "more responsible communication" about sex.
of what you enjoy or don’t enjoy.
"That’s what’s going to help society, if people can
communcicate more honestly and completely with each
other."
Next: The problems, issues and risks faced by
homosexueal men and woman on college campuses
today.

Program Board travels to Las Vegas for convention
By Christine McCrory&
Program
Board
Director Dan Ross, Adviser Ted Gehrke and three
chairpersons, Bob Gibson,
Martha Brandt, and Foglia
Taiariol, flew to Las Vegas
last week for the gathering
of delgates from activities
boards for universities in
California,
Arizona,
Hawaii, Nevada and Utah.
The convention was
presented by the National
Association for Campus
Activities.
Cost of the trip for
Ross, Gibson, Brandt and
Taiarol was paid for from
the board’s $2,000 travel
expenses account.
expenses
Gehrke’s
were paid by the Student
Union.
Ross said that they

spent less money than
expected on the airplane
tickets, meals and hotel
rooms. He had expected to
pay more than $100 for
each round-trip ticket, but
got them for $90. They also
rented two rooms for $35
per night for each room,
and shared them: Gibson
and Ross in one and Brandt
and Taiariol in another.
Because
the
association provided two
dinners and a lunch, Ross
said, the group spent less
than its $50-a -person
stipend for meals. He
added that exact figures
would not be available until
the A.S. business office
enters all receipts from the
trip into the account next
week.

Ross asked the A.S.
board of directors to waive
A.S. budget stipulation No.
13, which limits the number
of those traveling on A.S.
funds to two per trip. Ross
said that all four chairpersons could learn a lot
from the convention, and
should be able to go.
"There’s enough going
on at those conventions to
keep that many people
busy," he said. "It’s the
most effective way to get
these guys some training.

without having a trained
staff." The stipulation was
waived.
The group stayed at the
Las Vegas Hacienda Hotel.
Each day at 9 a.m., Ross
said, they would go to
training sessions on subjects such as time
management, putting on a
effective
concert,
meetings, and working
staffs.
volunteer
with
These were subjects, Ross

balloons and giving them to
The showcases, said Ross, The board sent letters to a
students
gave the board members horn group called, the
Ross said that he
The group then went by an opportunity to book the Brass Band, comedian
talked to delegates from
bus to the University of acts they saw at a discount. Tom Parks, and an
acoustic guitar and piano Cal State Fullerton, UCNevada at Las Vegas
Davis, Sacramento State
members duo.
Board
where they were treated to
University, University of
a showcase of performers submitted "letters of inRoss said that he Utah, and Utah State
ranging from jugglers and terest" to three acts. A
learned what other cam- University. Of these, he
comedians to classical letter of interest is an inpuses were doing with their said, SJSU had the highest
music and rock groups
formal request to !lave a
enrollment figures but the
band play at SJSU. If the budgets and was given new
The group attended act is actually booked to ideas for promoting shows,
lowest amount of money
more sessions and another play, the board may get as such as tying film series allocated to its Program
showcase in the evening. much as half off the cost.
schedules to helium Board
said, "that really relate to

This board, with the
amount of money that
we’re given every year.
should be treated as a
professional organization.
You can’t be professional
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Students can use Sallie Mae to
combine two loans into one
Sallie Mae is available
to SJSU students for the
first time.
Sallie Mae is a
pseudonym for the Student
Marketing
Loan
Association.
Sallie Mae works to
consolidate student loans to
help reduce the burden of
repayment and the chance
for default.
Students who get
money from two loan
programs smong National
Direct Student Loans,
Guaranteed Students
Loans or Federally Insured
Student Loans that totals at
least $5,000 may quality for
Sallie Mae’s services.
Sallie Mae will consolidate two or more loans

into one and extend the
time for repayment up to 20
years.
Students wishing to
consolidate their loans
must be finished with their
education.
According to Peter
Bagarozzo,
assistant
director of financial aid,
students have two options
for repayment with consolidation:
the
level
payment plan, when they

pay the same amount of
money per month over an
extended period of time, or
the graduated repayment
plan, when their payments
would be lower in the
beginning and high in later
years.
For more information
write Sallie Mae at The
Student Loan Consolidation
Center, P.O. Box 1600,
Merrifield, Va., 22116.
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Gridders chill
UOP with stiff
defense, 31-0

;

By Micheal McIntyre
It would have been difficult to determine what chilled
the Pacific Tigers more last Saturday afternoon: the icy cold weather on the Memorial Stadium field or the 31-0
shellacking given to them by an overwhelming bunch of
SJSU Spartans.
The 18,500 Homecoming spectators witness a route
not seen in the UOP-SJSU series in a dozen years (the
Spartans whipped the Tigers 48-7 in 1970). The crowd.
largely made up of high school bands and UOP fraternities which were more interested in yell competitions
having nothing to do with the game, saw the Spartans
dominate from the kickoff to the final gun.
SJSU quarterback Steve Clarkson led the offensive
assault by completing 21 of 28 passes for 295 yards and two
touchdowns The senior signal caller also scored on a 21 yard scramble.
Clarkson’s passing yardage pushed his career total to
6,587. moving past former Ohio State quarterback Art
Schlichter into 14th place in NCAA history in that
category.
Wide receivers Tim Kearse and Eric Richardson also
had big games for the Spartans. Kearse nabbed six balls
for 132 yards, making him the PCAA’s all-time leading
receiver with 135 catches. Richardson hauled in nine
aerials for 98 yards and a touchdown.
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SJSU defense dominates

But this was a game which belonged to the SJSU
defense. While not allowing the opposition a single point in
the last 10 quarters, the defense has continuously caused
turnovers ( three interceptions against the Tigers) and
given the offensive attack excellent field position.
UOP was completely shut down on the ground with a
net minus one yard rushing. The Spartans neutralized
UOP fullback Gary Blackwell, the PCAA’s leading
rushing going into the contest, holding him to 11 yards
rushing.
The Tigers managed 236 yards in total offense, a
deceiving figure in that 60 of those yards were picked up
on a long pass play at the end of the first half.
Noseguard Jesse Green (seven tackles, one sack),
end Tuli Ainuu (five tackles, one sack) and cornerbacks
Ray Williams (five tackles, one interception) and Gill
Byrd six tackles) all had fine defensive performances.
SJSU head coach Jack Elway praised the defense
after recording the fourth consecutive victory over UOP
under his reign.
"I thought our kids on defense were just super,"
Elway said. "I can’t remember having held the other
team scoreless for so long. That sure makes my job a lot
easier."
SJSU had not registered back-to-back shutouts since
1975 and had not held the opposition scoreless for 10
quarters since 1955.
The Spartans sacked UOP quarterbacks Paul Berner
18th in the NCAA in total offense coming into play) and
Sander Markel three times for 34 yards in losses.
The closest the Tigers came to scoring was on the
final play of the first half as Berner lobbed a left sideline
bomb to wide receiver Ron Woods, who had beaten
Williams.
But safety Sherman Cocroft, who earlier had made
his team -leading seventh interception of the season,
zoomed across the field to force the Tiger receiver out of
bounds on the Spartans’ two yardline as the half came to a
conclusion.

SJSU offense rolls on
On the other side of the field, the Spartans encountered little difficulty moving the ball.
Behind the superb play of a dominating front line, the

pass
was)
cradl
on a
quart
Spartans racked up 553 yards in total offense, including
another impressive rushing effort with 237 yards.
Fullback Ron Thornburg (50 yards on eight carries)
and tailback Bobby Johnson (91 yards on 16 attempts) ran
through gaping holes created by the offensive line. This
opened up passing avenues for Clarkson.
"It makes us a much more versatile team when we’re
running the football like we did today," Clarkson said.
"The line just keeps doing the job."
The score could actually have been more lopsided had
not hhe Spartans fumbled the bell away twice and given
,
the Tigers two interceptions.
Neither aerial theft was Clarkson’s fault. On both
occasions. SJSU receivers (Richardson and fullback Roy
Smelly) had passes go off their hands into the arms of
waiting Tigers.
Richardson’s bobble ended the game’s initial drive,
an impressive march which saw the Spartans cover 46
yards in six plays before surrendering possession on Tiger
safety Kevin Greene’s interception at the UOP 10 yardline. Thornburg accounted for 29 of those yards on only
three carries.
SJSU’s second drive ended in equally frustrating
fashion when placekicker Mike Berg, suffering through
the worst season of his four-year stint with the Spartans,
had his low-trajectory 47-yard field goal attempt blocked.

Johnson opens scoring
However, the third time was indeed a charm for
Elway’s squad as Johnson capped a 69-yard, five-play

simp
first
goals
PCA/
runningback
Bobby
SJSU
Johnson (top) struggles for
yardage in the Spartans 31 0
victory over Pacific. Johnson
was the Spartans leading
rusher, picking up 91 yards on
16 carries and a touchdown.
Meanwhile, noseguard Jesse
Green applies a heavy crunch
on UOP quarterback Paul
Berner (right) as defensive
tackle Steve McEnree fiehl and
defensive end Tuli Ainuu
63) converge,

Clad
yard,
1

7

drive with a three-yard touchdown run. The series
featured catches of 40 yards by Kearse and 24 yards by
reserve receiver Chris Iglesias.
Three minutes into tilt second quarter. Clarkson took
matters into his own hands by scrambling 21 yards for a

&pram
score and a 14-0 SJSU margin. The play punctuated an 80yard, II -play jaunt.
"I was determined to score on that one," Clarkson
said. "All day long I had been thinkin¢ ’about Superman I
Continued on page 5

SJSU has volleyball fever;
UOP match drew 619 fans
By Brian Wong
(ore upon a time,
SJSU volleyball women
athletes performed in front
of their parents, boyfriends
and, maybe a janitor or
two. Needless to say,
nobody cared about
volleyball.
Those days, however.
are in the past. Yes.
Virginia, volleyball can

match and fell into a first draw fans
Take last week’s SJSU- place tie, the electricity
Pacific showdown, for generated by the fans was
example. A season-high something Lady Spartan
home crowd of 619 paid, players will never forget.
From the introductions
who braved a rainy night to
cheer on the Lady Spar- of the players to the final
tans, were treated to an kill, Spartan Gym was
action -packed match.
rocking with the loud
cheering and clapping that
Although SJSU lost the is usually reserved for
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"The Washburn Rarities" the five guys in white on the left lead the crowd through cheers during last week’s SJSU Pacific volleyball
match. The game drew 619 paid fans.
a little worried about
playing in a visiting gym
with a hostile crowd.
"Any other team would
have had a hard time
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burn Rowdies" led most of
the
shouting.
The
"Rowdies" even find time
to cheer on the Lady
Spartans at away games
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winning here with that
crowd," Liskevych said
afterward.
A group of five men
nicknamed "The Wash-
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football players.
"When they did the
introductions, I had no
feeling how many people
were here," SJSU’s Gayle
Olsen said. "It was exciting. I said, ’Yeah!’"
With one side of the
gym yelling "San" and the
other side screaming
"Jose," the fired -up Lady
Spartans broke a string of
20 straight losses to UOP
by dominating the first
game.
"The crowd was
great," Jan Harman said.
"It almost seemed like a
part of you. It helped me to
gives little more."
"The cheers rushed
through your blood," Teri
DeBusk added. "It’s a
great feeling to know
people are behind you."
UOP coach Terry
Liskevych admitted he was

\e

"They’re all my
family," said SJSU’s
Sandy Jones, who lives in
Washburn Hall. "The
crowd fires me up a lot.
Even after we lost,
everybody stood up and
cheered. It caught my eye.
It was neat."
Lisa Ice said, "We’d
like to thank everyone It
really helps."
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THE TOWER LIST IS AVAILABLE IN THE SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE. OFFER EXPIRES DECEMBER 20.
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heard the song on the radio and I knew the movie was

illla

going to be on TV.. so I thought I’d try a little soaring of

loads of strength along

simple "up" route to send the majority of the disappointed

with them physically."

Clarkson vaulted the last three yards thanks mainly
to a playbook-perfect stand-up block by Richardson.

UOP head

UOP

snap which

center

even

Abdul-

Kareem

talented

of extremely

the skill

people at

’’’-4," ;’,-

,

for

in

the

California Bowl

is

Fresno

champion

league

Kearse

State),

summed up the team’s attitude afterwards.
"We’re just going out

was better than the Spartans was

and playing the best

we possibly

can," Kearse said. "A bowl would be a nice way to end the

weeks ago.

year, but we’re definitely not getting our hopes up for

"I can easily understand how San Jose beat three

something which appears to be such a longshot.

Pac-10 teams," Toledo said. "They probably deserve to

"They’re a fine team," Toledo said. "They’ve got a lot

spot

automatic

conference’s
reserved

thought

4’,

an Arizona squad which demolished the Tigers 55-7 three

of the Spartan squad which had just bested him for the

The game was essentially decided four minutes later
a

coach Bob Toledo was solemn in his praise

fourth straight time.

give him the chance to pick his opening."

when

year which he

SJSU impresses Toledo

"It was a read (pass) route," Richardson said, "and
Steve saw open ground. I just blocked my man enough to

We simply couldn’t play

Toledo said that the only team UOP has faced this

gathering to the exits.

my own."

both lines.
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positions and

Kearse and 20 other Spartan seniors will make their
final Spartan Stadium appearance in the SJSU blue and

play in a bowl somewhere."
Although the chance remains slim for a bowl

bid

(the

gold next week against the Utah State Aggies.

Jabbar couldn’t have reached up for flew over the head of
Tiger punter Marshall Lam pson.
The

nailed

Spartans

Lampson

Tiger’s

the

on
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pen.

two

yardline and scored two plays later when Clarkson hit
Richardson on a six-yard rolling reception in the near left

Allstate’s new office:

corner of the south endzone for a 21-0 SJSU cushion.
"It was a clear -out pattern," Richardson said. "The

97 E. San Antonio St. at 3rd

pass was a little underthrown, but as it worked out, that

one

was better. Their guy couldn’t get down there and I just
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Berg pushed the Spartans halftime advantage to 24-0

Assorted

on a 31 -yard field goal with five seconds left in the second
quarter.
However,
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the
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seemingly

simple three-point attempt of 21 yards on the Spartans’
first second -half drive. Berg has missed 10 of his 16 field
goals attempts this year, while ironically, becoming the
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SJSU’s final tally came on a 16-yard hookup between

Allstate

Clarkson and wide receiver Ken Taylor to culminate a 76yard, five -play drive at the start of the final period.
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’Best professor’ supported
by his students at hearing
By April Heath
Nobody is a better judge of his teaching quality than
us," said Carolina Gonzalez, an administration of justice
Junior, of Henry Prager.
Unfortunately for her and the other 75 or so administration of justice students who crammed into a small
Business classroom Friday, how good a teacher Prager is
would have no direct effect on him keeping his job at
SJSU.
The students, just the same, were trying to influence
the university grievance committee, which met over the
weekend to hear testimony about whether assistant
professor Prager was given a fair treatment by a
retention -tenure committee that decided last spring to
terminate him.
The grievance committee has until Dec. 8 to give
SJSU President Gail Fullerton its recommendation on
whether Prager’s scheduled May firing is justified.
Student imput was not allowed at the grievance
hearing and Gonzalez was one of many students who
thought it was "unfair."
flan AhYon

GRIEVANCE
Comintroi from Pill’
Prager argued throughout the hearing that there
was constant confusion over what criteria would be
used to determine instructor retention and promotion.
Prager’s representatives argued that confusion
existed between the Administration of Justice
Department and the SJSU administration over the
SJSU Retention. Tenure and Promotion policy.
Prager and his representatives said confusion had
dated back to 1978, and was not settled until last May
by the Academic Senate. which attempted to define
that policy.
However. SJSU representatives said Prager was
evaulated fairly last year and on the two criteria he
wanted: academic excellence and professional activities.

Throughout the hearing, witnesses testified that
Prager’s teaching at SJSU is outstanding. However.
several committee members of the School of Applied
Arts and Sciences voted against his tenure, sayinv his
professional activities were below par.
Administration of Justice Department chairman
Jack Kuykendall said professional activities are
necessary to enable instructors to keep improving
their teaching.
Other witnesses pointed to Fullerton’s position that
good teaching was not enough for an instructor to get
tenure.
After the committee makes its cecommondations
to Fullerton, she can implement the recommondations
or veto them.

SPARTAGUIDE
The Humanities Club
will present a film titled
"Roman World" from 6 to
8:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
S.U. Pacheco Room. For
more information call Rob
at 226-7902.
The Student Ad Hoc
Committee on Child Care
will haves meeting at noon
today in the S.U. Almaden
Room. For more information call Karen
Hester at 277-2047.
Advance registration
advising for Educational
Program
Opportunity
students will be offered
from 8 to 5 p.m. today in
Sweeny Hall, rm. 210.
The American Society
of Mechanical Engineers
will meet to discuss
graduate school admission,
the ASME library and their
end -of -the-year party at
12:30 p.m., tomorrow in
Engineering. rm. 178.
Robert Clothier will be the
special speaker.
The Department of
Elementary Education is
accepting applications in
Sweeny Hall, rm. 204, for
the spring 1983 semester.
For more information call
Clay S. Andrews at 2772681.
Tau Beta Pi, IEEE,
Eta Kappa Nu. SWE and
INS invite students to
submit any article, announcement, cartoon or
event for the first edition of
their newsletter. Submissions will be accepted
in Engineering, rm. 234.
Today is the last day
submissions will be accepted.
The San Jose State
Study Abroad Program
will present a slide show
between 2 and 4 p.m. today
in the Women’s Gym, rm.
148. For more information
call Jackie at 277-2182.
New York artist
Russell Woody will perlectureform
a

!mire information call
Deborah Carmain at 7238594.

titled
demonstration
"Color Today: Sense and
Nonsense" at 3 p.m. today
in the Art Building, rm. 133.

Guadalupe Room. For
more information call
Gwen Dunning at 277-8222.

A member of the
Oregon
State
Bar
Association will provide
information on taking the
LSAT. the bar exam.
employment, and getting
into law school from 11
a.m. to 1 p.m. today in the
S.U. Pacheco Room. For
more information call
Juvencia Romo or Estalla
Nanez at 2774634.

The United Campus
Career Planning and
Christian Ministry will Placement will offer
have a fellowship supper suggestions for improving
from 5:30 to 7:30 p.m. resumes and letters in
tomorrow at Jonah’s Wail, "Resume II -- Critique"
on San Carlos at South 10th from 1:30 to 3:30 p.m.
Street. For more in- tomorrow in the S.U.
formation call Natalie Almaden Room. For more
Shiras at 298-0204
information, call Cheryl
Allmen at 2774272.

The Gay and Lesbian
Student Union will have
elections for officers at 5
p.m. tomorrow in the
Social Sciences Building.
For more information call
Lisa at 277-2047.
The Campus Christian
Center will have a Bible
study on 1:Corinthians
from 12 to 1 p.m. tomorrow
in the S.U. Montalvo Room.
For more information call
Norb Firnhaber at 298-0204.
The Sierra Club
present a slide show
bicycle tour across
United States at 7:30
tomorrow in the

The Third World
Women’s group’s first
meeting at 1 p.m. today in
the Women’s Center.
Women of color are invited
to meet with other third world women to prepare
for the upcoming Women’s
Week in March. For more
information call Carolina
Elena Flores at 277-2017.

The Western Artist’s
Guild of SJSU will present
a conversation with John
Stewart and David Allen,
directors of Museum
will Services and Resourof a ces/Markham Galleries, at
the 7:30 p.m. tomorrow in the
p.m. S.U. Almaden Room. For
S.U.

Summer employment
opportunities with the
National Park Service will
be discussed at noon today
in the S.U. Costanoan
Room. For more information call Career
Planning and Placement at
277-2272.

The Society of Computer Simulation will
present a speech titled
"Discrete Simulation" by
Steve
guest
lecturer
Kennedy at 12:30 p.m.
tomorrow in Engineering,
rm. 327

Bob Rusnak said, "If there’s anyone this concerns
more, it’s students."
The students disagreed with the university’s tenure retention policy. The policy, as defined by Fullerton to the
University Retension-Tenure committee, says "good

teaching is important but not enough." Faculty members
are also expected to contribute to the school by publishing
scholarly material or participating in professional ac
tivities.
Sophomore Latonia Wilson voiced her concern during
a hearing recess: "If Professor Prager is terminated, that
will reflect the ridiculous morals of San Jose State. Is he
here to improve the prestige of the school or is he here to
give students the best possible education they can get&"
University policy does include an exception to the
tenure-retention requirements for outstanding teachers.
according to testimony by David McNeil, former chairman of the Academic Senate. But Grievance Committee
member Theodore Norton indicated Prager would not fit
that bill.
"Jesus Christ would qualify ( for the exception).
possibly Socrates," Norton said.
The overwhelming consensus of the students is that
Prager is "the best teacher in the department."
Yet some vowed to continue the fight for Prager by
submitting letters to Fullerton protesting the firing.
"We will fight this all the way," said Sophmore Oliver
Phillips.
"They can not get rid of him. This teacher is the
best."

Ex-Music Department head dies
colleagues mourn lost associate
By Michael J. Vaughn
of his death.’
W
Gibson
understanding
an
Homuth,
Donald
people. He touched a lot of
Walters, former SJSU
music
SJSU
Department
young people’s lives ( in) another
Music
the music world."
professor, knew Walters
chairman and 29 -year
Wayne Sorenson, SJSU since 1952.
music professor, died last
music professor, said he
"He had a great deal to
Monday of a heart -attack.
grew up in the same town do with building up this
He was 71.
as Walters -- Pocatello, Music Department," he
Walters, who lived in
Idaho -- and knew him said. "He managed to
San Jose, came to SJSU as
since 1936. He said Walters’ bring in many new faculty
a professor in 1947. He
served as department
father directed the pit members."
orchestra at the Strand
chairman from 1965 until
Homuth said one
Walters
"Gib"
Gibson
W.
Theater in Pocatello.
his retirement in May 1976.
faculty member Walters
Walters played the attracted to SJSU was
Walters received his and founded and directed
bachelor’s degree in 1933 at the Santa Clara Philhar- trap drum in the orchestra, Irene Dalis, a 20-year
the
American
Con- monic Orchestra. For and his father played the veteran of the Metropolitan
servatory of Music in several years, Walters trumpet. His two sisters Opera in New York and
Chicago. He also had a
current director of the San
conducted the SJSU were also in the orchestra.
Sorenson said he talked Jose Community Opera
degree from North Texas Symphony
Orchestra,
State Teacher’s College starting in 1953.
to Walters the week before Theater at SJSU.
and received his Ph.D. in
Walters is survived by
his death.
"I don’t think I have
"He said he had a 50-50 his wife, Sheryl, of San
1944 at the University of heard anyone in my life
Iowa.
play the violin more chance, but I still wasn’t Jose; sons David Walters
In addition to teaching, beautifully than Gib," said ready for it," he said. of Santa Cruz and Bruce
Walters was a performer current Music Department "Even on Wednesday, he Walters of Arizona; two
concerned grandchildren and three
and conductor; he played Chairman Gus Lease, who was
first violin with the Chicago knew Walters since 1950. about . . . the problems ii; sisters.
the Music Department.
Services were held
Civic Symphony. While at "He played from the soul.
"He was a very dear Saturday at Calvary
SJSU. he gave many
"Gibson was a true
performances in San Jose friend to students; he had friend’ I was not ready for Methodist Church .

School of Business to present
Distinguished Executive award
By Gerold Loeb
SJSU’s School of Business tomorrow will honor a key
member of the Silicon Valley community by giving Dean
0. Morton, vice president and director of HewlettPackard, the school’s Distinguished Business Executive
of the Year award.
The honor is given in recognition of exceptional
achievements and contributions in the world of business.
The selection process for the award began with
recommendations from students and faculty members.
Kay Enkleberger, graduate assistant to Marshall Burak,
dean of the school, said there were 35 nominations this
year for the award.
The Executive Council of Business Students and a
faculty board voted on the nominations and will present
the 15-year-old award.
Past winners of the award have included Gene Am-

dahl of Amdahl Corp. in 1980; James Miscoll, vice
president of Bank of America in 1976 and C. Lester Hogan
of Fairchild Camera and Instruments in 1977.
Morton will speak at the ceremony, which begins at
9:30 a .m. in the S.U. Loma Prieta Room.
Among the topics Morton is expected to touch upon
are management in a rapidly changing industry, the
future of Silicon Valley as seen by an insider, and offshore
or out -of-country manufacturing. Hewlett-Packard has
plants in Ireland, Mexico and South America.
Morton joined Hewlett-Packard (or "HP" in
valleyese ) in 1960 as a marketing trainee. He rose rapidly
and was promoted to his present position in 1977.
The 50-year-old was born in Wichita, Kan. and
received his master’s degree in business administration
from Harvard.
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